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Theme: Fall colour. Any bonsai showing fall colour is welcome
at the Show & Tell session.
Activity: Teague, Mark and others will offer their impressions
of the 25th Annual PNBCA Bonsai Convention
Expert advice: There is a standing invitation to all members to
bring in any tree that you would like an opinion or advice on –
tap into several hundred years of collective bonsai experience.
Raffle table: Any contributions to the raffle table will be very
much appreciated by all. One of our few fund raisers for the
club and a very popular feature of our monthly meeting.
Club activities: Please share your thoughts on activities that
you would like to see. Feedback from the membership about
what you would like by way of bonsai-related activities helps
us structure our meetings.
Buy & Sell: trees or stock – members are invited to bring
bonsai-related items and sell them at the meeting.
Show & Tell: bring in any trees of interest to discuss with us!

2014 VIBS Officers
President: Mark Paterson
Vice President: Teague
Griffin
Treasurer: Larry Phillips
Secretary: Tibby Solloway
2014 Convention Chair: Bob
Taylor
Door & Raffle: Susan Vidal
Librarian: Kathi Morrison
Newsletter& Website: John
Mitchell

Work on your tree – please feel free to bring in a tree to work
on, if you like. Assistance is always available.
Entering the building: Please be aware that the front door is
the only entry/exit to the building. Security has become a
signficant issue for the Garth Homer administration andaccess
to the building is now limited to the front door.
Library: Please return library books that you have borrowed so
that others may enjoy them, too.
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Greetings All:
This issue will focus mainly on the convention held earlier this month. It is somewhat difficult,
for me at least, to think that all the preparation and activity over the past two years, and the
2014 Convention itself, is now history.
The feedback that I got from participants and the bonsai masters alike, was overwhelmingly
positive. We had a significant number of attendees from the U.S. who tend to take their
hobby seriously and who, through their good natured enthusiasm and willingness to pitch in
and help wherever needed, contributed enormously to the success of this event.
The weather held remarkably well for this time of year and Victoria presented her pretty-as-apicture face, blushing with the myriad colours of autumn and oozing quaint charm.
We had a significant contingent of people from up Island and from the Vancouver area who
loaded their cars, trucks and trailers and made a huge effort to be a part of the show, as
vendors, as contributors to the beautiful exhibition and as workshop attendees.
A big Thank You to all the Volunteers who made this year's convention a success! We certainly
couldn't have done it without your cheerful participation.
Our congratulations to Bob Taylor for his efforts in bringing this show to life and a successful
completion! Thanks too, to Mark Taylor for general all-round wizardry and trouble-shooting.

The Artists:
John Romano
John's specialty is Shohin - a bonsai that is not more than 10" from the top of the pot to the
top of the tree. In addition to holding classes at the New England Bonsai Gardens (Kaikou
School of Bonsai) he has a regular article in the quarterly International Bonsai magazine: A
Little Magic with Shohin Bonsai.
Ungrafted Japanese Black Pine - wonderful, old Shohin-sized trees that were
transformed into gorgeous Shohin bonsai. Very many JBP found in nurseries are
grafted, often showing a large bulge in the trunk where the graft has healed over.
This healing process, even if the "scion" aligns with the rootstock (which it often
doesn't), results in an unsightly bulge that, in effect, spoils any bonsai potential.
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The Artists (Continued)
Shohin Spruce Bonsai - John worked "a little magic" to create lovely Shohin from a
seldom-found variety of Norway Spruce - Picea abies Gregoryana.
Shohin Shore Pine - collected from the wild, these Pinus contorta contorta were even
more so after a session with the East Coast Sensei of Shohin.
Shohin Bring Your Own/ Spreading Japanese Yew/Korean Hornbeam - the originally
scheduled Japanese Yew workshop was expanded to include a greater variety of species,
hopefully to appeal to a greater number of people. The resulting transformations were
impressive, indeed.

John Romano hard at work creating "a little magic with Shohin Bonsai"
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Colin Lewis: - a world-renowned bonsai
artist and author, Colin is the founder of
Bonsai Magazine and has been teaching
the art of bonsai for over 30 years.
Originally trained as a graphic designer,
and steeped in formal bonsai stylistic
traditions, Colin understands the universal
spirit of bonsai and taps that aesthetic
force to create ever more imaginative and
evocative works of art.
Colin is the founder of the Ho Yoku School
of Bonsai based in Southern Maine.
"When creating my own bonsai I draw on my western artistic and cultural heritage to produce
images that challenge the conventional bonsai aesthetic - I encourage all to do the same."
... Colin Lewis
See: http://www.hoyoku.com/ and http://www.colinlewisbonsai.com/
Mountain Hemlock: Colin's guiding hand saw the transformation of these outstanding
bonsai-perfect species into horticultural art treasures.
Korean Hornbeam: these gorgeous little stout-trunked beauties were a real find and
those who had the good fortune to enrol in this workshop were able to take home a
truly worthy bonsai, as well as Colin's incredible sketch to guide its development for
the next few years.
Literati-style Shore Pine: These collected variants of Lodgepole Pine are perfectly suited
for Literati styling, showing a unique character reflecting a decades-long struggle to
survive the extremely harsh conditions of their high mountain origins.
Demonstration tree: Mountain hemlock: Colin's command of bonsai artistry brought
out the best in this lovely old Mountain Hemlock.
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The Artists (Continued)
Colin Lewis:

Above: Colin sketching, workshop, working on demo, styling Korean hornbeam, Literati pine
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The Artists: (Continued)
Michael Hagedorn: - one of the "new American masters", Michael holds a degree in Fine
Art with a Masters in Ceramics from New York State College of Ceramics. He travelled to
Japan to study and apprentice to bonsai master Shinji Suzuki before returning to settle in
Portland, Oregon as a professional bonsai artist.
Michael is famous for his stunning exhibitions of bonsai art. See more: http://crataegus.com/
Michael's workshops & demo were "standing room only" as the workshop room quickly filled
to capacity with "silent observers".
Collected Mountain Hemlock: A labour-intensive fiesta of bonsai wrangling that sent
workshop attendees home with something to keep their artistic spirits flying high for years.
Shimpaku Juniper: these remarkable 40-year-old trees were fantastic value for those astute
enough to sign up early for this course. The workshop was capped at five participants.
Small Mountain Hemlock: - Nursery stock, but very nice little trees. A true test of skill for
Michael ... I really liked what I saw coming out of this workshop.
Demonstration tree: Collected Shore Pine: a ruggedly beautiful tree from "up-Island, Michael
turned it into a great West Coast-style bonsai.

Michael & assistant Bobby Curttright work a Shimpaku
Brian M and Michael with Brian's Shimpaku
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The Artists (Continued)
Tak Yamaura - Tak truly needs no introduction, being probably the best-known bonsai master
and grower in the coastal region. Tak conducted a combined Shimpaku and Tsukumo cypress
workshop as well as creating a marvellous Shimpaku forest group as a demonstration - quite a
moving experience for anyone who was present.
Tak's fluid movements in describing the aesthetics of bonsai bring to mind a Tai Chi master gracefully describing movement and impact of the junipers as he placed them on the tray.

Tak's moves describing the forest
grouping.

Shimpaku juniper and
Tsukumo cypress after
Tak's workshop.

Convention 2014
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The Exhibit:

Left: Peter Wilson talks
with visitors

Above: Cascade-style Japanese Red Pine
Left: Bonsai inspired!

Next Month: more Exhibit photos!
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The Demo Trees!

Above: Shore Pine by Michael and Bobby

Above: Mountain
Hemlock by Colin

Right: Shimpaku forest
by Tak
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The 15th Annual Japanese Cultural Fair
Once again this popular October event is set to
take place at the Archie Browning Arena on
Saturday, October 25th from 10:00AM to 4:00PM
Savour the wonderful tastes of Japan (including
delicious sushi, bento boxes and sweet manju
desserts). Experience demonstrations of ikebana,
tea ceremony, bonsai, shodo, sumi-e, kendo and
aikido.
Enjoy performances by Uminari Taiko, the
Furusato Dancers, Satomi Edwards (Koto), the
VJHLSS Children's Dance Group and Choir and
many more!

See: http://www.vncs.ca/wordpress/category/cultural-fair/
*****************************************************************************

Announcements - in recognition of Roger Low's unbroken record of
perfect attendance at all PNBCA Conventions (that's 25!), the
Vancouver Island Bonsai Society awarded Roger a Lifetime membership
in our club. He has been a member for many, many years and now can
"coast". Roger's support of bonsai in every form and venue is
legendary. From his home in Vancouver, he manages to attend, not
only PNBCA events, but many others. "Lives it and breathes it ..."
Thank you very much Roger for your many contributions!
*****************************************************************************
Our Congratulations to Peter Wilson who won both the Luis Martin People's Choice Award
and the Master's Award for one of his magnificent Mountain Hemlock bonsai. The Master's
Award winner is chosen by the bonsai masters in attendance at a convention. Nicely done
Peter!
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What Maurice does in October:
1) Enjoy the fall colours on most maples, big or small ... also on Sweet Gum, Ginkgos and
others.
2) Start to "de-needle" some pines and spruces. Also wire or "de-wire" some
evergreens.
3) Prune or trim trees that have lost their leaves.
4) Transplant some trees into the ground - those that didn't have a "good" past year.
5) In "winterization" keep it in mind to place evergreens in more light that other trees.
6)

Hope for a Winter like the one we had last year!

Vancouver Island Bonsai Society
Membership Renewal / Application Form 2014
I wish to renew my membership _____ or I wish to apply for membership ____ (new member)
Attached is $25.00 for single membership ___ or attached is $30.00 for family membership ___

Name(s) ________________________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________________________
City, Province ___________________________________ Postal Code ______________________

Phone (Home) ________________________ Phone (Other) ___________________________
Please provide your e-mail address for information about various activities and notification of the
posting of the Newsletter to the website: ___________________________________________

If you are mailing this form, please mail to:

Vancouver Island Bonsai Society
Membership Coordinator
PO Box 8674
Victoria, BC
V8W 3S2

